## Open Research 2017 BUSINESS PLAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERVICES WE MUST MAINTAIN</th>
<th>KEY INITIATIVES</th>
<th>PERFORMANCE MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Researcher support**  | • Ongoing training in open access, data management and metrics for researchers & HDR students  
  • Achieve ORCID adoption across the university  
  • Digital Management plans (DMPs) project in conjunction with ITS  
  • Participation in ANU's Research Information Management System (RIMS) implementation  
  • Information sessions conducted (no. of programs and attendance)  
  • Data Management training conducted (no. of programs & attendance)  
  • 80% of ANU researchers have ORCIDs  
  • Communication & training organized for DMPs project roll-out  
  • Ongoing data exchange achieved b/w RIMS publication, and other modules, as required. |
| **Promoting engagement and impact of research** | • Develop collections to support ANU’s excellence  
  • Increased access to and use of ANU’s research outputs  
  • Increased DOI minting of repository items/collections  
  • Change Open Research web site and repository  
  • Increased open access publications in repository  
  • Priority program for DSpace development  
  • Increased awareness of open access @ ANU  
  • New OA collections acquired and curated.  
  • Increased number of items in, and use of, repository  
  • DOI minting projects - theses, ANU backlist other collections  
  • International ranking for Open Research repository up by 2018.  
  • Project to increase % ANU’s OA publications reported in next ERA  
  • 3 year program developed in 2017.  
  • Promotion of Open Access Week – Workshop / seminar  
  • Develop an ANU OA Champions network  
  • Ongoing tweets and monthly OA / OR email e.g. Top 10 downloaded authors. |
| **Developing a culture of professional excellence** | • ANU Open access policy & procedure revitalised  
  • Streamline Open Research processes & procedures  
  • Investigate capture of Honours theses in repository  
  • Develop staff capabilities  
  • Review completed by 2017  
  • Open Research processes streamlined or eliminated.  
  • Review and make recommendations.  
  • PDRs developed, monitored and completed. |